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A fresh urban mix
of Scandi-Industrial
A blend of two iconic decor themes, namely Scandinavian and Industrial-style, this
5-room DBSS HDB flat in Pasir Ris is the love nest of a young married couple. The
design team at De Style Interior was able to strike the perfect balance between the
two styles without overpowering the interior. The result? A unique home with a
refreshing look that strikes a balance between Scandi-chic and raw industrialism.
TEXT EVANGELINE LEONG

Project Type
5-room DBSS

Floor Area
1,185 sqft
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FINDING HARMONY
While the Industrial style is more evident
in the decor of the home, the design team
showcased Scandinavian influences by
keeping the home clean and uncluttered.
Streamlined furniture that is simple and
practical takes precedence here. Without
unnecessary clutter, the living room is
spacious enough to fulfil the owner’s dream
of having a punching bag in his home.
The 200-kg punching bag hangs from a
specially customised ceiling mount in the
corner of the living room.

EATING OUT
Evoking scenes of romantic al fresco meals, the dining room features industrial-style furniture set
against a wall of bricks. The look is further enhanced with the addition of a bar top that separates
the dining room from the living area. Here, the homeowner can use this island counter as a
breakfast nook, an impromptu study desk or even an additional tabletop when entertaining guests.
Also of note is the brick wall on the far left; it pivots to reveal the entrance to the bedrooms.
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“The husband loves the industrial style, while the wife prefers the
Scandinavian look, so I had to find a way to marry the two themes.”

RAW MATERIALS
The entrance of the home features a
storage cabinet and shoe cabinet clad with
laminates that resemble cement screed
finish. On the other side is a brick wall
that has become ubiquitous in industrialstyle homes because of its raw appeal. The
uneven shades of brown on the bricks are
reminiscent of the weathered bricks found
in alleys of European cities. However,
instead of wallpaper or actual bricks, the
designers suggested using CraftStone
for the wall for its easy maintenance and
smooth finish.

DIM BUT NOT DULL
Using wallpaper and warm lighting, the
design team gave the master bedroom a
dim, den-like ambience that’s ideal for rest
and relaxation. To add to this cosy vibe,
they decided to retain the existing wooden
floors and matched it with a taupe and
bronze colour scheme. To further maintain
the room’s minimalist slant, the designers
customised wall-hung bedside tables and a
space-saving feature.

THE FASHION ROOM
Although the bedroom has a dedicated
space for a wardrobe, the homeowners
chose to do away with it and converted
one of the bedrooms into a walk-in
wardrobe. Inspiration came from the
interiors of fashion boutiques, leading to
this room’s mix of open shelving, racks
and drawer system. And of course, no
walk-in wardrobe is complete without
full-length mirrors.
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